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This workbook is designed to improve children's abilities with tools such as scissors and glue.

Exercises start with cutting out illustrations and pasting them onto designated places on each page

to complete a picture. Gradually the projects become more complex and eventually the child uses

his or her own creativity to choose how to complete the picture.
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Kumon workbooks are based on the "Kumon Method", an educational philosophy that aims at

unlocking the full learning potential of each individual child. The Kumon Method introduces learning

concepts in an incremental, step-by-step approach, allowing children to master new skills easily and

without anxiety or frustration. As a result, children gain confidence in their abilities and are motivated

to learn on their own. Over 3.5 million children around the world use the Kumon Method to develop

their math and reading skills. Kumon Math and Reading Centers help students become successful,

confident and self-motivated learners. But it&#x92;s not just the Kumon Method that makes our

workbooks special. It&#x92;s also the care and research that goes into the editorial content, design

and quality of the books. Our editorial experts have more than two decades of experience in

producing books that are both fun and educational. Our designers create illustrations that attract



and delight children. And the quality of our books is the best of any workbook on the market, with

extra thick paper and the best available print quality. From pedagogy to paper, every one of our

workbooks has been carefully crafted with your child&#x92;s best interests in mind.

We have this book in addition to Kumon's Let's Cut book and love both of them. My son is 4 and

has been using scissors since he was 2 and both of these books have really helped him to improve

the hand eye coordination necessary to cut "properly". He now cuts on lines better and has gotten

more comfortable with keeping a still scissor hand while the other hand turns the paper. My

husband jokes that he will be the best scissor cutter in kindergarten because of these books. This

book, in addition to cutting, works on pasting and I think that is also a necessary skill for early

learners. Typically to a child "more is better" but these books have shown my son that only a small

amount of glue is necessary and he is careful to not over due it and therefor "ruin" his project with

glue smears (sidenote: my son is a perfectionist). I look forward to buying the Lets Fold book as well

as some of the other workbooks about letters and numbers.

I wish I have known KUMON books before. My four-year daughter loves to cut and decided to

purchased this one to give it a try. Honestly, she enjoyed and now she has control with scissors.

She got better and enjoying the pictures with all activities of connecting and pasting the right part.

SheÃ¢Â€Â™s able to finish 10 pages in one sitting. The book is exceptional, thank you very much. I

highly recommend KUMON books great for homeschooling and they have a good concept.

My son is working his way through this book.It starts where cutting left off. It slowly begins to

increase the angles and curves in the cutting portion. Then he has to add the paste and glue it to

the picture. Your child will slowly get used to reducing the white part of the color picture as the color

borders need to match up with the big picture.He has no problem doing a page or two during his

summer holiday to keep his skills sharp.

This is just one of many Kumon workbooks I have bought. I love the simplicity of their workbooks,

and I love how unique they are. My daughter is going into 1st grade and I wanted her to have a fun

way to strengthen her fine motor skills. She LOVED this workbook. Some of the cute things she

made she gave to family members as "gifts" and wrote a special message on the back. Very cute,

engaging pictures and not too difficult for 4,5, and 6 year olds.



I Love the Kumon range but never got this book cause i thought pasting wasnt really that important

for her early development, well I was pleasantly surprised. Each picture is like a puzzle for them to

solve and increase in difficulty, its definitely my daughters favourite book in the kumon range. I

would use it as a treat after she did 2 pages in alphabet or numbers and I found that she was able to

go for almost an hour of learning this way (she is only 2!). If your child is very young like mine, you

can just cut the pieces out for them and they stick them on like a fun puzzle.

We used this workbook for our homeschool Pre-K Curriculum. It helped our daughters hone their

scissor skills. We love the Kumon workbooks and how the skills progress through the book and the

certificate of completion at the end. The certificate is filed away in their portfolios.

Great book for even a 3 year old to start working with. Teaches them coordination with scissor

cutting and the enjoyment of pasting (what kid doesn't like to glue, paste, or tape?). Simple concept,

thick pages for those little hands. I recommend.

Well, all we've done so far. My only regret with these, is that we didn't find them earlier. We have a

stack of them now, and part of how our 5 year old earns video game times "credits" is to complete

pages from the various books. They all seem to employ a 3 steps forward 2 steps back method of

increasing the challenge level while building the child's confidence. For the price, the print quality is

fantastic.
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